From: "John Counsil" <Counsil@wapa.gov>
To: ibr3dm10.3LCDATE(JHARKINS)
Date: 8/24/00 8:38AM
Subject: Minor Comment: Attachment N, Interim Surplus Criteria DraftEIS

Jayne,

Please check Table 2 and Table 4 in Attachment N (Energy Analysis Worksheets).

1. I am not sure if this recommendation is correct, but it appears the change needs to be:

Either change units from "(GWh)" to "(average GWh/month)"
or

Multiply each value in tables by 12 to obtain GWh.

1: The titles to the Tables 2 and 4 were changed to "Average Monthly Energy Production At Lake Mead (GWh)" and "Average Monthly Energy Production at Lake Powell (GWh)," respectively.
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